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1 Motivation
Agreement abstractions, such as consensus, atomic
broadcast, and generic broadcast [2], are important
building blocks in distributed systems subject to
processor failures. Atomic broadcast, for example,
has been used to build many fault-tolerant systems,
such as highly-available databases. Atomic broad-
cast guarantees that if a message is broadcast to a
group of processors and one of these processors de-
livers the message, then all processors also deliver
the message | a property known as agreement ; and
if two processors deliver the same two messages,
they do so in the same order | a property known
as total order.
Asynchronous systems. A protocol implemen-
tation is as general as the underlying assumptions
about its system model. In this sense, the asyn-
chronous model of computation is a very general
way to formalize distributed systems. It basically
makes no assumptions about the time it takes to
transmit messages over network links and for pro-
cessors to perform their computations. The asyn-
chronous model is very appealing as any solution
that can be applied in it can also be applied in a
stronger model (e.g., the synchronous model, where
processors can estimate the time it takes for other
processors to execute their programs).
Nevertheless, one fundamental result about dis-
tributed systems subject to processor failures states
that atomic broadcast cannot be solved in a pure
asynchronous model. The basic reason stems from
the fact that in pure asynchronous systems, proces-
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sors cannot tell a very slow processor (i.e., a pro-
cessor that takes a long time to reply to the others)
from a processor that has failed.
To circumvent this impossibility result, current
proposals have extended the asynchronous model
with further assumptions, such as failure detectors.
Failure detectors. Failure detectors provide
processors with information about processors fail-
ures [1]. Failure detectors can make mistakes, that
is, they can suspect processors that have not failed
and not suspect processors that have failed. Several
classes of failure detectors have been proposed [1].
Failure detectors are usually implemented with
some timeout mechanism and even the weakest fail-
ure detector requires some timeout calibration to
satisfy its properties. Moreover, even though pro-
tocols based on failure detectors can cope with
wrong processor suspicions, their performance is
hurt when suspicions are wrong. But more impor-
tantly, failure detectors have to deal with the fol-
lowing dilemma:
the failure detector dilemma. On the
one hand, timeout values should be large in
order to maximize performance (by avoiding
wrong suspicions). On the other hand, timeout
values should be small in order to ensure a fast
reaction to failures.
2 Weak Ordering Oracles
Instead of failure detectors, we propose to extend
the asynchronous system with weak ordering ora-
cles. Weak ordering oracles capture the behavior
of network multicast in state-of-the-art local-area
networks: if processors send multicast messages in
c
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a local-area network, there is a good chance that
some of the messages will be received by all pro-
cessors in the same order. To illustrate this fact,
Figure 1 shows the results of measurements per-
formed in a cluster of 12 PCs connected by a 100
Mbit/s Ethernet. Each host broadcasts messages to
all other hosts using IP multicast. When messages
are broadcast with a period greater than 0.14 mil-
liseconds, very few messages are received out of or-
der (only about 5%).
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Figure 1: Spontaneous total order property
Briey (see [3] for more details), our oracle is de-
ned by the primitives W-ABroadcast(r;m) (query
to broadcast message m) and W-ADeliver(r;m)
(delivery of m). The integer parameter r groups
messages with the same r value. The weak order-
ing property holds for r if there exists a message m
such that each process delivers W-ADeliver(r;m)
rst (among all W-ADeliver(r; )).
To illustrate this property, consider three pro-
cesses, p
1
, p
2
, and p
3
, executing the following
queries to the oracle (for brevity, we denote next
W-ABroadcast(r;m) by B(r;m)):
 p
1
executes B(0;m
1
); B(1;m
2
); B(2;m
3
),
 p
2
executes B(0;m
4
); B(1;m
5
); B(2;m
6
),
 p
3
executes B(0;m
7
); B(1;m
8
); B(2;m
9
),
and assume the following sequences of
W-ADeliver(r;m) (for brevity, we denote next
W-ADeliver(r;m) by D(r;m)):
 on p
1
: D(0;m
1
); D(1;m
2
); D(0;m
4
); D(2;m
3
);
D(0;m
7
); etc.
 on p
2
: D(0;m
4
); D(0;m
1
); D(1;m
5
); D(0;m
7
);
D(2;m
3
); etc.
 on p
3
: D(0;m
4
); D(0;m
7
); D(2;m
3
); D(1;m
8
);
etc.
The weak ordering property holds for r = 2 (m
3
is
the rst message with r = 2 delivered by p
1
, p
2
, and
p
3
), but does not hold for either r = 0 or r = 1.
We dene the Weak Atomic Broadcast (WAB)
oracle as the oracle that fullls the weak ordering
property innitely often.
Consensus and atomic broadcast can be solved
using the WAB oracle [3]. Actually consensus can
be solved with an oracle weaker than the WAB or-
acle [3]. When using weak ordering oracles, atomic
broadcast algorithms and other agreement-related
algorithms do not suer from the failure detector
dilemma. Since they do not rely on failure de-
tectors, there is no tuning of timeouts involved in
the execution of an atomic broadcast. As a result,
there is no notion of reaction time to failures with
these protocols. The performance of algorithms us-
ing weak ordering oracles is as good in the presence
of failures as in the absence of failures.
3 Experiments
We have implemented and conducted several ex-
periments using our atomic broadcast algorithm.
In the setup used to obtain Figure 1, and for a
range between 10 and 250 messages broadcast per
second, we have found that our atomic broadcast
implementation using weak ordering oracles out-
performs failure detector-based implementations of
atomic broadcast using a timeout of 4 milliseconds
on approximately 30%. For timeout values of 10
milliseconds failure detector-based implementations
outperform weak ordering oracle based implementa-
tions by less than 30%. We believe that the perfor-
mances of our weak ordering oracle implementation
may further be improved.
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